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Note by the Secretary-General 

1. The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law at its first session 

decided to include in its work programme, as a priority item, the subject "general 

conditions of sale, standard contracts, Incoterms and other trade terms". Li 

2. As regards Incoterms and other trade terms, the Commission decided to request 

the Secretary-General to invite the International Chamber of Commerce to submit to 

the Secretary-General, before the second session of the Commission, a report 

including its views and suggestions concerning possible action that might be taken 

for the purpose of promoting the wider use of Incoterms 1953 and other trade terms 

by those engaged in international commerce. 2/ 

3. Pursuant to the request of the Commission, the Secretary-General, by a letter 

dated 20 May 1968, invited the International Chamber of Commerce to submit, for 

transmission to the Commission, a report on the above topic, He also informed the 

International Chamber of Commerce of the desire expressed by the Commission that 

the report should state the considerations and factors which are impeding a wider 
?/ use and acceptance of Incoterms and other trade terms.- 

l/ See rcaurt of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law on 
W.J . I--  - -.-- ---- -~~- 

the work of its first sessions Official Records _--- - of the General Assembly, 
Twenty-third Session, Supplemen. 

, \ 
t No, 16, p. 18, para. 12 (iv). 

g/ Ibid pa 20, para. 20, --• 9 
31 Ibid, 9 p, 2.0, para. 21. 

6y-oo@g 
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4. In response to the Secretary-Genersl's invitation, the I~~~x'KEL~~.oKMA~ Chamber 

of Commerce submitted a report entitled “Pron:otinc the wider uscz al' acceptance of 

Incoterms". The report is reproduced in th? 51111CZX t(, tl1i.S KlOtCJ. 
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Annex 

FRCMC@INc~ THE KtDEli USE AND ACCJ~XT~TJCE 0~ INC~RPJS : BEPORT 
STJBMITTED TO TEE UNITED NATION3 BY Tm INTERNATIONAL CIj'AmER 

OF COIam?CE 

I. STANDARDIZATZON OF SALES CONTRACTS AND DEFIJ.UTIONS OF TRADE TERMS 

1. For a very lent; time, i’t haS been the aim of people engaged in trade and 

commerce to standardizc contract conditions for their particular trades. SOme of 

the advantages of’ this kind of standardization are obvious. By using conditions 

alre ndy known to ,thc In 7 the prties to a contract save time. It is easier to 

calculate costs and 4:~ foresee risks and, i.u so far as a uniform interpretation 

is adopted, the nunitxer of disputes may be reduced. 

2. Especially in the field. of international” sales an admirable network of 

s tandardized conL~~cl;s has been created e Hbwever, these forms of con&acts also 

s trengtheri the b argainin~: power of the party issuing them. This power is the 

more apparent if the psrlzg in question has formed an association with his 

competitors and the atnnda-rd contracts have been issued by this trade association. 

3. Howe ve 1‘ 3 the ‘b:~:l.anco ‘between the weaker and the stronger contracting parties 

has been restored in nm~y fields (for instance i.n the sawn softwood trade ) by 

means of s tanda.rd contracts composed jointly by the trade associations of both 

pa,rties . This policy has t~l~~ been successfully adopted by the Economic 

Commission for Europa of the United Nations (ECE) u ,It is well known that the 

different sets of ~;eneral Conditions of Sale of the ECE are drafted with great 

care and skill by representative 2s op all European legal systems, including the 

I socialist Countries . 

4 . There are a gx’ca,t many standardized contracts containing or referring to 

legal rules ZI which are a,l.most as detailed as national.. laws. 

5. Quite a different kind of standardization arises in the case of “trade terms” 

such as F.O.B. and C.I.Y. which arc used to identify specific CategOrieS of SakS 

by reference to -the conditions of delivery of the goods. S tandardization in that 

case consists ill defining precisely the duties and liabili.ties implied by the 

US@ of the term chosen! S tandardization of trade terms affe ct.S al.1 industries 

and trades irrespective of the nature of the commodity traded: it might be 
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described as "horizontal standardization". "Vertical standardization" would be 

that affecting only a particular industry or trade; the various ECE conditions 

exe typical examples 0 

6. "Trade terms" are abbreviated indications of the conditions applicable to 

the delivery of the goods in relation to the agreed price. They do not, 

therefore, comprise the 'many other conditions of a sale, such as description, 

quantity and quality of the goods, the price itself, the delivery date, etc. 

The use of standardized definitions of trade terms leads to more rapid agreement 

between the contracting parties and avoids difficulties of language; the parties 

need only refer to the appropriate term to incorporate into the contract all the 

clauses generally used to define liabilities in a sales contract of that category. 

II. TRADE TERPS NOST CURRENTLY USED 

7s The term F.O.B. came into use at the beginning of the nineteenth century 

and C.I.F. (and also C. and F.) some forty years later. Six other terms also 

defined by "INCOTEWS 1953", viz. Ex Works, F.O.R. (F.O.T.), F.A.S., Freight or 

Carriage paid to, Ex Ship and Ex Quay, have come into use progressively. More 

recently, the ICC defined the two trade terms "delivered at frontier.. s (named 

place of delivery at frontier)" and "deiivered... (named place of destination 

in the country of importation) duty paid" (Brochure "dp"). 

These basic terms are sometimes modified by the insertion of one or more 

words of varying significance, such as "la,nded" in connexion with C.I.F., or 

"duty paid", ox "payment on arrival". 

III. DIVERGENCIES OF INTERPRETATION 

8. Besides these eleven trade terms there exist a great number of other clauses 

which have been developed within specific industries and trades. They are 4 

however, almost used in international trade exclusively by firms within the 

trades which originated them. The most frequently used among these are the terms 

"free frontier", "free point of destination", etc. In general,? the 

interpretation of QhCSc terms iS still iXlS t uncertain, and their USC o::ten gives 

rise to difficulties and sometimes to litigation. 
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9* An extensive pXaCtiCe and a SLlbStantial jurisprudence have developed in 

different C:oUntries On the interPretation or juridical construction of trade 

terms . To avoid divergencies in the interpretation and application of such 

c1a.uses ) EL number Of ~ffOX"bS haW been made to define them more narrowly. 

Some countries, as in Scandinavia,, have tried to define such clauses to 
'I*' 

some extent by giving a SlXtUtOW interpretation to their more important aspects 
11 in their laws on the Sale of Goods,- 

In other c!ountries, definitions have been reached by private initiative, as 

in the instance of the "American Foreign Trade Definitions" whichwere published 

in 1919, and revised in 1341. Another set of definitions is to be found in the 

so-called Warsaw-Oxford Rules (1928-1932) established by the International Law 

Association for the definition of the C.I.F. contract. 

10. When the- International Chamber of Commerce came into existence, it was agreed 

a,t the London Congress in I.321 to invite each Netional Committee to Eet up a 

special committee, consisting of exporters, importers, agents, shippers, 

shipowners, insurers and bankers in order to examine the meaning of the term 

"F.O.B.". By 1323, an initial selection of definitions had been compiled 

explaining the interpretation given to the following six terms in thirteen 

countries : F.O.R.-F.O.T. > free delivered, F.O.B$, F.A.S,, C.I.F., and C and 3'. 

The second Part of this document gave comparative tables of definitions for four 

of these terms. The tables showed certain differences of usage between the 

countries concerned, but they also indicated the similarities, and established 

common ground as a basis for the Chamber's work towards standardization. 

11. The Chamber was able; to present the first code for the uniform 

interpretation of eleven trade terms at the Paris Congress in 1935 which adopted 

it under the title IN~!CXXRJ~?I (ICC Brochure 92), a word compounding international, - 
commercial terms. I-rowizvex :, revision was felt ,to be necessary because the rules - 
did not correspond to British and American practice. The revised text 

(Brochure 166) was approved unanimously at the Vienna Congress in 1953. This 

codification, cntitkd "INCCTERKS 1953", could by no means be said to be 

artificially created: it accurately reflects business practice. 

Ll Cf. GWX,W J'&ERGREN, Delivery of the Goods and Transfer of Property and 
Risk in the Law of Sale, Stockh.oLm, 1959, Pb 43 et sect* 

/ * 0 I 
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12. The unique character and position of INCGTERYB in the field of 

standardization should be stressed. 

They cannot be said to operate in favour of any specific group of persons or 

countries, whether sellers and exporting countries or buyers and importing 

countries, and the type of economy practiced in the buyer's or the seller's 

country is of no relevance, 

INCOTERM3 are not imposed upon the parties as would be a law; they are 

Solely intended to facilitate'the choice of a specific type of sale. AS such, 

INCOTERW have been worked out in such a way as to reflect as closely as possible 

the general practice in international trade. 

13. It should also be remembered that at the time of the publication of 

INCOTEXWS 1953, the ICC depicted the still existing divergencies in the 

interpretation of such trade terms in different countries in the final edition 

of the handbook "Trade Terms". In this publication, the obligations of seller 

and buyer are set out in synoptic tables showing the interpretation given for 

ten trade terms or types of sale in eighteen countries. Although the main 

intention was to draw attention to differences, the reader was able to measure 

the large progress already made by standardization since the start of ICC's work, 

Today, fifteen years later, it can be observed that these differences have 

further decreased so that, generally, practice is in even closer conformity with 

INCOTEWS rules than before. 

IV. MATTERS STARDARDIZED 

14. Trade terms relate only to a part of the law governing the sale of goods; 

hence, the ICC definitions standardize matters which are of varying concern to 

contracting parties according to the nature of,their business activities. 

15. Place and mode of delivery of merchandise are dealt with as a matter of 

major concern. A point of similar importance is the transfer of risk at a given 

time and place: thereafter the buyer's obligation to pay for goods ceases to 

be affected by any deterioration or loss; in line with general practice, the 

rules stipulate the transfer of risk without affecting or altering the law 

applicable in each country to the transfer of property. 

I . . . 
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Thirdly, the rules determine the allocation between seller and buyer OF 

variable COS'tS incurred between the place of despatch and the ultimate 

destination, their allocation being closely related to the delivery of the 

goods and the transfer of risks, and of practical importance since it directly 
affects cost structure and calculation of selling price. These costs involve 
air, sea and land freight charges, insurance, and handling charges, together 

with charges incurred by forwarding or other agents. Finally, the ICC 
regulations facilitate the allocation of liability for customs and other taxes, 

and in addition, for the provision of sometimes complex documentation. 

v. FACTORS IMPEDING A WIDER USE AND ACCEPTANCE OF INCGTERMS 

16. These factors could be ranged in three different categories. 

They could be of (a) a political, 

w an economic, and/or 

(4 a juridical nature. 

IL7 . As a political factor may be cited the reluctance which some countries may 

feel in favouring rules emanating from a body such as the ICC, composed mainly 

of reprcsentativcs from free enterprise* Possibly this hesitation could be 

removed if, through the activities of UNCITRAL, it could be made clear and more 

commonly known that, as stressed especially in paragraph 12 above, INCGlX3IYS aim 

to reflect 'business practice and ,to a considerable extent have succeeded in this. 

18 . Turning tco factors of an economic nature impeding the wider use of 

standard contracts and general conditions, it not unfrequently happens that 

standard contracts and general conditions are elaborated unilaterally by seller 

or buyer, or by their representative organizations, and are therefore thought, 

rightly or wrongly, to favour one or other party to the contract. This makes 

the other party naturally reluctant to accept such conditions without 

modification. 

1-9- As already explained, however, INCOTERNS - representing a horizontal 

Standardization - cannot be criticized on such grounds I Moreover, it should be 

noted that IPJCOTEm do not endeavour to restrict the choice of the parties to 

trade terms contained in INCOTERMS 1953, or to remove the parties’ freedo'm to 

contract in any way they may choose; the object is only to secure a uniform and 

unambiguous interpretation of the trade terms that are used. 
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20. The most serious obstacles to a wider.application of INCOTERYS, however, are 

of a juridical nature. As INCOTERP!! do not emanate from the legislative authority 

of any State, they have not the force of "law" and will thus, according to any 

classical legal theory of obligations not be applied by a court, unless the parties, 

expressly or by implication, have incorporated them in their contract. Moreover, 

according to such theory, local usages are often preferred to the international 

usage and practice as reflected by INCOTEXM3 e 

21. A new and different approach to trade terms such as INCOTEFtTYS is therefore 
1/ needed*- Codifications of a kind which justly could be said to express the common 

expectations of the parties, and which the parties reasonably could be imputed to 

have in their minds when making the contract, should, as far as possible, prevail 

not only over local usages but also over de?initions contained in national 

legislation or established in national jurisprudence or court practice. It is 

obvious that the more widely IT\TCorIlERI%Z are known, the more such a solution is 

justified. 

22. Such thoughts may have inspired the draftsmen of Sec. 117 of the new 
2/ Czechoslovakian International Trade Code.- 

Lef~l scholars have also in recent years advanced theories in the sam.e 

c ffe C-L *Ll 

Indeed, as stated in the Report of the Secretary-General 
to the General Assembly (doe. A/6396, p. 53), "a tendency 

of the United Nations 
has evidenced itself 

to consider that the Incoterms also are relevant to a commercial transaction, 
even in the absence of explicit reference, unless the parties have expressed 
a contrary intention". 

This section reads: "If the parties make use in their contract of some 
clauses regulated in the rules of interpretation applied on international 
scale, they shall be presumed to intend to attain such legal effects as are 
provided in the said rules of interpretation to which they expressly refer or 
which they most probably bear in mind'. 

Vide: Eisemann. Die INCOTER&!S im internationalen Warenkaufrecht. Wesen und 
Geltungsgrund, Stuttgart, 1967, pp. 53 et seq. with numerous further 
references. 

I . . . 
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1 VI. CONCLUS IOtiS 

23. To o,wa.it lc:[‘,is 1:ition of the kind adopted in Czechoslovakia, or the development \I 
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” 

C.and I"., and C.I.F. contracts are not ideally suited). Similarly, air freight is 

now much more important in international trade than in 1953 and gives rise to a 

need for corresponding types of sale different from these up to now defined by the 

ICC. 

299 Another aspect of the same problem would be that some Governments 'may be 

reluctant to leave the codification of international business practice in the hands 

of a private body such as the ICC. The past work of the ICC in the field of 

codification and unification of trade terms may however provide a guarantee -for 

any foreseeable future. Indeed, private initiatives and the participation of the 

business community see'ms essential if the law of international trade is to develop 

along satisfactory lines. 


